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RATING METHODOLOGY FOR DEBT BACKED BY LEASE RENTALS 

(LRD-LEASE RENTAL DISCOUNTING LOANS)  
 

 

Background 
 
Lease Rental Discounting (LRD) is a term loan availed against the future  rentals from a leased commercial 
(office space) or retail (mall/shops) property. The loan is provided to the lessor based on the discounted 
value of expected rentals and the underlying property value. Generally companies convert the construction 
loan availed at the time of project implementation to LRD loans post the completion of construction, tying 
up of tenants and commencement of rentals. This often helps in reduction of interest cost as banks view 
LRD loans as a safer exposure compared to project loans due to the predictability of rental cash flows and 
mitigation of execution and marketing risks to a large extent. On most occasions, the lender has the first 
right over the rentals through an appropriate cash flow waterfall mechanism and maintenance of an escrow

 

1
 account. While in some cases LRD loans are used purely to substitute the high cost construction loans, 

most often the real estate companies leverage their commercial or retail assets to raise LRD loans in 
excess of construction loans and use such surpluses for funding their growth plans. Surplus funds raised 
through LRD transactions are often used for repayment of other expensive term loans, funding construction 
of other commercial or retail properties and for land purchases. 
 
This  note highlights the key factors considered by ICRA while assessing credit risk for LRD loans. This 
methodology does not include an exhaustive treatment of all factors that are reflected in ratings but enables 
the reader to understand the rating considerations that are most important. The objective of this rating 
methodology is to provide a reference tool that can be used to evaluate the credit profile of companies with 
LRD loans. It aims to help issuers, investors and other interested market participants understand ICRA’s 
approach in analyzing quantitative and qualitative risk characteristics that are likely to affect rating 
outcomes. As rent receivables remain the principal inflow (parking charges, cafeteria charges, maintenance 
charges etc. being the other revenue sources) with debt servicing, statutory dues and operating & 
management (O & M) expenses being the main outflow, the rating analysis is focused on the sustenance of 
revenue generating capacity of the said property. For analytical convenience, the key factors may be 
grouped under three broad heads – Business Risk, Financial Risk and Management Quality & Corporate 
Governance. 
 

 Business Risk Analysis: 

 

o Property Characteristics 
o Demand-supply outlook 
o Occupancy & rentals vis-a-vis debt levels 
o Salient features of the lease agreements 
o Tenant profile & counter party credit risk 

 
 Financial Risk Analysis  

 
o Cash flow adequacy and liquidity analysis 
o Financial discipline, ring fencing of cash flows and payment structure 
o Future expansion plans and Funding sources 

 
 Management Quality  

 

                                                           
1
 Escrow Mechanism: An arrangement made between the lender and the borrower, whereby the lender 

operates a separate bank account in which the discounted rentals are deposited by the tenants. 
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Business Risk Assessment 
 
Property Characteristics 
 
The location of the property is a critical parameter for attracting tenants and for achieving healthy 
occupancy levels. Proximity to key business districts, residential areas, airports and availability of 
infrastructure draw tenants towards the project. Further, presence of effective transportation options also 
increases the attractiveness of the property.  
 
Property specifications, quality of construction, adequacy of parking facilities and current maintenance 
standards are also key drivers for attaining high occupancy. An eye catching property which is well 
maintained is always more attractive to the prospective tenants. Besides, flooring, ceiling height, layout 
flexibility, and amenities are other key drivers that impact the leasing decision of tenants. A well 
maintained, strategically located property is likely to result in higher occupancy on account of stickiness of 
tenants. Besides, the presence of recreational facilities and eating options within the complex, adequate 
security arrangement, availability of commuting facilities, and other initiatives like management of various 
promotional events, etc enhance  the  ambience of the property. These factors improve the bargaining 
power of lessors and are considered positively by ICRA during its rating exercise.   
 
Demand-Supply Outlook 
 
The demand-supply outlook for the micro-market where the property is located has a direct bearing on 
occupancy levels and rentals, thereby making it an important consideration from the rating perspective. 
While estimating demand for the property, ICRA takes into account factors such as project location, 
economic performance of the industries located in the micro-market, key business houses in the region, 
and expansion plans of existing tenants. For example in a city like Bangalore, the prospective growth of IT 
and IT enabled industries is an important consideration whereas for Mumbai it might be the prospective 
growth of banking, financial services and insurance sector. The ongoing and planned development in the 
vicinity is also a key determinant of occupancy levels and lease rentals going forward. The demand-supply 
situation is also very critical in determining the likelihood of the lessor being able to let out any un-leased 
portion in the project as well as the probability of attracting new tenants should any vacancy arise. ICRA 
also takes into account trends in vacancy rates, and lease rentals in the micro-market as well as compares 
the rentals of the rated property with similar properties in proximity while projecting future cashflows. Apart 
from external factors affecting occupancies, ICRA also evaluates client specific factors such as customer 
association with the location, contractual downsides, and the extent of investment already made by the 
tenant in the property.  

 
Occupancy & Rentals vis-a-vis Debt Levels 
 
In ICRA’s experience, distinct locational advantages and development quality are pre-requisites for 
sustainable rentals. Further, a combination of high occupancy and sustainable rentals are essential for 
stable revenues. ICRA critically analyses the extent of debt coverage from rentals. It evaluates the 
minimum level of occupancies and rental rates required to be able to service the debt obligations 
comfortably. In cases where a project is over-leveraged, even above-average occupancies and rental rates 
may not provide adequate cover. Further, if the tenure is too short, high occupancy and sustainable rentals 
may not necessarily translate into a healthy cash flow cover. The same is illustrated through the table 
below: 

*  Ratio of total LRD loan to annual net operating income (NOI) 
# Calculated as ratio of actual NOI to the potential operating income assuming full occupancy and 
prevailing market rentals 
 
 

 

 

Cashflow Coverage  

Lease Rental & Occupancy
#
 

Low (< 0 .50x) Medium (0.50 – 0.80 x) High (> 0.80 x) 
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Low (< 2.5 x)* Adequate to Weak Adequate to Strong Strong 

Medium (2.5 x – 5.0 x) Weak Adequate to Weak Adequate to Strong 

High (> 5.0 x) Weak Weak Adequate to Weak 
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Salient Features of Lease Agreements 
 
ICRA evaluates the salient features of the lease agreements which typically include lease tenure expiry 
schedule, lock-in expiry schedules, security deposits collected from the tenants, rent revision schedules, 
rent free period and common area maintenance charges.  
 
While the lease tenure for commercial and retail properties generally ranges between five and fifteen years, 
the lock-in period ranges between three and five years. Lease tenures and lock-in schedules covering the 
entire loan tenure mitigate the vacancy risk considerably, and add to the stability of cash flows over the 
debt servicing period. On the other hand, vacancy risk increases considerably if the underlying lease 
contracts are due to expire within the loan tenure. ICRA views short notice periods and termination clauses 
in favour of the tenant as credit negative as they intensify the vacancy risk. However, letters of intent  from 
existing clients for extension of lease tenure or from new tenants for occupying the property reduce 
vacancy risk.  
 
In addition, ICRA also considers the form of shell leased such as warm shell or bare shell and whether any 
investment has been made by the tenant towards fit outs/ interiors in the property. Facilities let out on warm 
shell basis with fit-outs resulting in no or low investment made by the tenants entail larger vacancy risk in 
comparison to the facilities wherein the tenants have made substantial investments towards fit-outs and 
interiors. 
 
ICRA also evaluates whether the lease is a gross lease or a net lease. In case of a gross lease, various 
expenses such as electricity, water, maintenance are paid additionally by the lessor while in case of a net 
lease, the tenant remits the rental after deducting the pass through charges. ICRA adjusts these 
deductions and tax payments suitably, along with any additional revenues such as parking fees , to arrive 
at the net cash flow for calculation of surplus/deficit available for debt servicing. A comfortable time gap 
between due date of rental and loan instalment payment date also provides buffer to ensure timely debt 
servicing. ICRA factors in the security deposits  collected from tenants which may provide additional 
liquidity cushion in case of a shortfall in cashflows on account of contingencies such as sudden vacancy. 
However, usually the security deposit is blocked in illiquid long-term investments or other businesses and 
do not impart material comfort.  
  
ICRA evaluates the rent escalation clause included in the contract, but also notes that vacancy risk 
increases in case such escalations result in an imbalance between the properties’ rentals and prevailing 
market rates. ICRA assesses adequacy of cash flows to service contracted debt in case the escalations in 
rental are not implemented. 

 
Tenant Profile & Counter Party Credit Risk 
 
A favourable credit profile of tenants along with healthy track record of timely payment of rentals is a 
positive from the rating perspective. ICRA also takes into account the client concentration risk, and notes 
that a diversified client profile reduces the dependence of cash flows on a few tenants. 
 
ICRA also evaluates a tenant’s commitment to the property as reflected by the timeliness of rental 
payments, investments made in the property, its association with the lessor in the form of tenancy in other 
properties, or other business engagements. Tenants’ future growth plans and the positioning of the subject 
property in their future plans are some of the key determinants affecting lease renewal prospects. While 
evaluating a tenant’s growth plans or their view on continuity in a particular property is difficult to judge, 
continued occupancy by the tenant is a key determinant of adequacy of cash flows and therefore a key 
variable for sensitivity analysis. 
 

Financial Risk Assessment 
 

Cash Flow Adequacy and Liquidity Analysis 
 
ICRA computes net monthly cash inflows after deducting expenses such as salaries, management 
expenses, property taxes, and income taxes from the gross revenues; expenses towards any unoccupied 
areas are also deducted while computing the surplus. Other revenues such as fit out rentals, common area 
maintenance, parking, etc if recurring, are added to the gross revenues. Cashflow cover (net monthly 
inflows/monthly repayment obligations) is an indicator of adequacy of the revenues to service the debt 
obligations.  
 
Occupancy level and monthly rentals are the two main variables that determine the level of cash flow in an 
LRD transaction. While assessing these variables, ICRA’s primary focus is on the underlying contractual 
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terms such as lock-in period, rent-free period, amount of security deposit, prevailing market rentals and 
degree of tenant concentration. This is further buttressed by qualitative factors such as property 
management skills, ability of lessor to attract and retain good mix of tenants, investments by lessees in 
fixtures and fittings, etc.  Vacancy, if continues for a longer time, besides impacting the regular rental 
inflows will also result in outflows related to the redemption of security deposits given initially by the 
outgoing tenants. In addition to rental/occupancy sensitivity, ICRA also considers the impact of increase in 
interest rate, refund of security deposits, availability of liquidity support in the form of debt service reserve 
account (DSRA

2
), and robustness of escrow & cash flow waterfall mechanism. 

 
While, the underlying cash flows may be adequate to cover the debt liabilities on an aggregate basis, there 
could be shortfall in certain periods on account of various factors such as payment of taxes,  ballooning 
repayments, refund of security deposit, and extended vacancy etc. Therefore, while evaluating the LRD 
transactions, ICRA assesses the cash flow cover on a monthly/quarterly/annual basis depending on the 
structure of repayments and other liabilities.  In most cases, where the repayment is in the form of equated 
monthly instalments, DSCR is calculated for each month over the tenure of the loan.   
 
Sometimes, in addition to the monthly instalments, the loan might also require a large bullet repayment at 
the end of the tenure. This generally is the case when either the LRD term is very short or the property is 
overleveraged, i.e. it entails higher debt than what the monthly inflows can service and hence requires a 
lump sum payment towards the  end of the loan tenure. In such cases the refinancing capacity of the 
underlying asset and the ability of the management to raise funds in timely manner become vital rating 
considerations.  The quantitative factors considered by ICRA in evaluating refinancing capacity are: 
expected net lease rentals, occupancy level, interest rate and loan tenure. 
 
While the key focus of the rating exercise is on cashflow adequacy for debt servicing, to assess the level of 
promoter’s equity in the system and adequacy of mortgage for lenders, ICRA evaluates the marketability 
and liquidity of the asset mortgaged and its probable stressed value. 
 

Financial Discipline, Ring Fencing of Cash Flows and Payment Structure 
 
In LRD transactions, the financial discipline is predominantly dependent on three factors – quality of ring-
fencing of cash flows, adequacy of time gap between the remittance of the lease rentals by the tenants and 
the scheduled repayment obligation and the mode of remittance of rentals by the tenants.  

 

An Ideal Escrow Mechanism 

 
 

Ring-fencing of the cash flows is established through escrow accounts which are generally controlled by 
the banker/trustee. In a typical escrow mechanism, the rental is directly deposited by the tenant into the 
account and only after meeting its debt repayment obligations, the balance is allowed to be used by the 
lessor for other expenses. Use of online transfer mechanisms like RTGS (real time gross settlement) for 
remitting the rentals to the bank vis-a-vis the manual deposit of cheques improves timeliness. Also, 
adequate gap maintained between the contractual pay-in date (of lease rentals) and pay-out date (of 
EMIs/debt servicing) provides an inherent cushion for any minor delays that may occur in receipt of the 
rental inflows. Moreover, maintenance of DSRA as per the terms of the credit rating provides liquidity 
support for debt repayment. Besides, ICRA evaluates the probability of intra group transactions, which 
might result in cash outflows from the subject company to other group entities thus translating into a lower 
cushion for debt servicing. 
 
Although strong banking relations improve the refinancing ability of the company and are a credit positive, 
operational difficulties in managing multiple transactions may affect timeliness of debt servicing. However, 
arrangements in which the cash flows from a tenant are earmarked for servicing the debt repayment 
towards a particular lender act as mitigants to potential operational delays. ICRA also takes into account 
the past debt servicing track record of the rated entity. Notwithstanding the fact that LRD cashflows are 

                                                           
2
 DSRA: Debt Service Reserve Account is a liquidity support in the form of deposit equal to a given number 

of months of projected debt service obligations. The lender uses these funds in case there are delays in 
debt repayment by the borrower. 
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ring-fenced, ICRA also considers performance of the entity in servicing its other debt obligations and the 
impact of any fundamental cash flow shortfalls in servicing the rated LRD loan .  
 

Future Expansion Plans and Funding Sources  
 
The company’s plans of additional leveraging to fund the proposed expansion and its consequent impact 
on the cash flow cover are the key rating sensitivities in this regard. However, ICRA draws comfort from the 
structure where the rental inflows from the project are totally ring-fenced and can be used only for the 
servicing of LRD loans raised against those rentals.  
 

Management Quality  
 
All debt ratings necessarily incorporate an assessment of the quality of the issuer’s management, as well 
as the strengths/weaknesses arising from the issuer’s being a part of a corporate group. Also of importance 
are the issuer’s likely cash outflows arising from the possible need to support other group entities, in case 
the issuer is amongst the stronger entities within the group. Usually, a detailed discussion is held with the 
management of the issuer to understand its business objectives, plans & strategies and views on past 
performance, besides the outlook on the issuer’s industry. Some of the other points assessed are:  
 

 Experience of the promoter/management in developing and leasing commercial/retail properties 
 Commitment of the promoter/management to the line of business i.e. importance of the property in 

relation to its overall real estate asset portfolio and other business activities  
 Promoter’s/management’s risk-taking appetite, leveraging strategy, ability to mitigate vacancy, 

interest rate and refinancing risks   
 Risks posed by other business segments of the company 
 Issuer’s plans on new projects, acquisitions, expansion, etc.  
 Strength of the other companies belonging to the same group as the issuer and the ability and 

willingness of the promoters/group to support the issuer through measures such as capital 
infusion, if required 

 

Summing Up 
  
ICRA’s credit ratings are a symbolic representation of its opinion on the relative credit risk associated with 
the instrument being rated. This opinion is arrived at following a detailed evaluation of the issuer’s business 
and financial risks, its competitive strengths, the likely cash flows over the life of the instrument being rated, 
and the adequacy of such cash flows vis-à-vis the debt servicing obligations. Given the nature of the 
industry, particular attention is paid on the ability of the promoters/management to manage downturns i.e. 
its capacity to sustain lower occupancy and rentals. The company’s approach towards investments and 
growth and its policy on leveraging are also considered while assigning the rating.   
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